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Abstract—RSA cryptosystem is the most widely used public key cryptosystem. There have been many variants to the original 

RSA proposed in the literature and Rebalanced RSA is one of such modified RSA cryptosystems.  This paper provides new 

designs of Rebalanced RSA which are semantically secure against chosen ciphertext attack as well as adaptive chosen 

ciphertext attack. The proposed schemes are proved to be more efficient than other schemes like DRSA, Rebalanced RSA and 

standard RSA. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 

Public key cryptosystems (PKC) are of paramount 

importance in today‟s secure communications due to their 

dual key nature. The mathematical tools used in the algebraic 

structure of the PKC‟s provide a substantial security but at 

the same time they attract the attention of intruders trying to 

break those systems. RSA [1] is one of the most popular 

PKC‟s that are being used worldwide [2].  Its security lies in 

the problem of integer factorization. As it is not yet feasible 

to factorize a large composite number into its prime factors, 

RSA remains safe when large modulus is used [3].  

 

Semantic Security just implies that a ciphertext should not 

reveal any valuable data about the plaintext. That is, in a 

semantically secure encryption framework, it is impossible to 

differentiate ciphertext from a random or arbitrary string. 

According to Goldwasser and Micali [4], a semantically 

secure encryption framework is said to be broken if an 

adversary can discover two messages 0 1
m and m such that it 

can differentiate between their ciphertexts.  

 

In chosen ciphertext attack (CCA), an adversary or 

cryptanalyst has access to decryption oracle, observes the 

ciphertext and tries to find out the corresponding plaintext. 

The objective of the cryptanalyst is to find the decryption key 

or encrypt the target ciphertext. If he fails to do so, then the 

system is deemed to be secure against chosen ciphertext 

attack.  If the cryptanalyst fails to guess any partial 

information about the plaintext corresponding to the target 

ciphertext, then that system is said to be secure against  

 

adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (ACCA). To make the 

system immune against ACCA, there should appear no 

mathematical relationship between the plaintext and the 

ciphertext. 

 

It is difficult to trust that a deterministic symmetric or public 

key cryptosystem can be semantically secure since one can 

process the encryption of every single conceivable message, 

and compare with the target ciphertext. The RSA 

cryptosystem is prone to this type of attack whereas OAEP 

and ElGamal are semantically secure [5]. 

 

Due to the slow execution nature of RSA with larger moduli, 

several faster variants were proposed in the literature [6]. 

Rebalanced RSA [7] was one of them which targets at fast 

decryption to enable it to be used even in smaller machines 

like cell phones [8].  

 

As RSA and its faster variants are not semantically secure 

[9], two new schemes are proposed in this paper duly 

modifying the encryption and decryption procedures of 

Rebalanced RSA, which are secure against the CCA and 

ACCA. Proper hash function is utilized during encryption to 

hide 
1es 

.  

 

The Section II of this paper presents a new Scheme-I which 

is safe against chosen ciphertext attacks using a hash 

function. The Section III contains the presentation of a new 

Scheme-II using two hash functions which is a modification 

of the Scheme-I. The performance of the two schemes is 
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discussed in Section IV and Section V gives the conclusion 

of this research paper. 

 

II. SCHEME-I 

 

This scheme is based on ERSA-1 [9] that proposes the use of 

a hash function while encrypting the plaintext message which 

eventually makes the system semantically secure. Key 

generation for this scheme is similar to the Rebalanced RSA 

[7]. 

 

Key Generation 

1. Generate two keys; public key

,   and private key , , ,N e d d p qp q     where, N is 

product of two distinct random primes p and q i.e., 

.N p q  with each prime of bit length  / 2n bits such 

that  gcd  1, 1  2. p q    

2. Select two random integers  and  such that d dp q  

 gcd  , 1   1d pp   ,  gcd ,  1  1d qq   and

   mod  2.d dp q  

3. Calculate d such that mod 1d d pp   and 

mod 1d d qq   

4. Obtain e using 
1

mod ( )e d n


  

 

Encryption 

To encrypt any message  0,  1,  .....  1 ,  M Z NN  

Sender chooses a random integer s such that *s ZN

which is a multiplicative group under modulo N and let h be 

a proper hash function.  Sender computes,   

 

  mod  
1

e
C s N                       (1) 

1
 . h( ) mod  

2
e

C M s N


                          (2) 

( || )
3

C h M s              (3) 

 

where ||M s denotes the concatenation of M and s .  

 

The Sender then communicates the cryptogram 

( , , )
1 2 3

C C C to the Receiver.
 

 

Decryption 

Receiver computes, 

mod
1
dp

s C pp               (4) 

mod
1
dq

s C qq              (5) 

and computes s . 

1
/ h( ) mod  

2
e

M C s N


            (6) 

 

Outputs M only if  ( || )
3

C h M s  is verified, otherwise 

outputs “ ?”  

 

III. SCHEME-II 

This scheme is based on ERSA-2 [9] that proposes the use of 

two hash functions while encrypting the plaintext message 

which eventually makes the system semantically secure 

against CCA and ACCA. 

Key Generation 

The key generation is same as Scheme-I. 

 

Encryption 

To encrypt any message  0,  1,  .....  1 ,  M Z NN  

Sender chooses a random integer s such that 
*

s ZN

which is a multiplicative group under modulo N and 

1: {0,1}
1

s
h ZN  and 1 2:{0,1} {0,1}

2

s s
h ZN  be two 

hash functions which output bit
1

s  and bit
2

s  numbers 

respectively.  Sender computes, 

 

  mod  
1

e
C s N             (7) 

1
 M. ( ) mod  

2 1
e

C h s N


            (8) 

 ( || )
3 2

C h M s             (9) 

and sends the cryptogram ( , , )
1 2 3

C C C to the Receiver.

   

Decryption 

Receiver computes, 

mod
1
dp

s C pp             (10) 

mod
1
dq

s C qq            (11) 

and computes s . 

1
/ ( ) mod

2 1
e

M C h s N


          (12) 

Outputs the message M if   ( || )
3 2

C h M s , otherwise 

outputs “?” 
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IV. PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSED SCHEMES 

 

Chosen Ciphertext Attack: Security of Scheme-I and 

Scheme-II in terms of security against chosen ciphertext 

attacks can be demonstrated as in the case of Pointcheval 

[10], since ERSA-1 and ERSA-2 are similar to DRSA-1 and 

DRSA-2 [10]. However, a considerable difference is that the 

proposed schemes are constructed over a problem that is 

proved equivalent to the RSA problem [9] and not used any 

conjecture or unproven assertions. If a message is encrypted 

multiple times using these schemes, every time different 

ciphertexts are computed since “s” is a random integer 

chosen and hence the values are different. If an intruder has 

access to decryption oracle and obtains the different 

ciphertexts, he/she cannot get a hint of plaintext. 

 

Adaptive Chosen Ciphertext Attack: The Scheme-I and II 

gain semantic security against ACCA, in the circumstances 

where it is practically equivalent to the RSA problem. 

Attaching a tag to the set of ciphertexts makes the schemes 

secure against ACCA.  Again, the security of these proposes 

schemes against ACCA can be demonstrated as in the case of 

DRSA [5]. Even smaller exponents can be used to obtain 

improved efficiency, however, public key exponent greater 

than 
672 is advised [10].  

 

Efficiency: According to Pointcheval [10], DRSA is the 

most efficient scheme in this field. Since ERSA schemes are 

constructed similar to DRSA, the security of the proposed 

schemes can be compared with DRSA. In case of DRSA, 

there are two exponentiations carried both in encryption and 

decryption, i.e. mod
e

s N and ( 1) mod
e

s N .  In the 

proposed schemes, both Sender and Receiver need to 

compute mod
e

s N and 
1

mod
e

s N


, i.e. the former is 

exponentiation and the latter is just one multiplication 

(
1e e

s s s


  ). 

 

These proposed schemes use the key generation similar to 

that of Rebalanced RSA, but use distinct encryption and 

decryption methods. With the use of the hash functions in 

encryption, these schemes offer semantic security while the 

Rebalanced RSA does not give any such security.  

Rebalanced RSA needs exponentiations done to the message 

M whereas the proposed schemes need exponentiations to a 

randomized parameter s rather than the message M itself. 

These computations, 
es and 

1e
s


can be done well in 

advance prior to the communication of information. So, the 

proposed schemes offer less computational time or greater 

speed online. 

 

When compared to the classical RSA scheme, here the 

Sender performs one exponentiation to public key and the 

receiver needs to perform one exponentiation with small 

secret keys with one or two extra multiplications and/or 

computing hash functions. The proposed schemes are faster 

since they deal with exponentiations of randomly chosen 

integers which can be computed prior to the communication.  

Moreover, they do not exhibit any relationship between the 

plaintext and ciphertext. 

 

DRSA [10] scheme is already faster compared to OAEP [11] 

in both encryption and decryption. Thus, the proposed 

schemes are also much faster than the standard OAEP 

encryption scheme. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

RSA cryptosystem is an asymmetric key cryptosystem[12]. 

Given the trapdoor non-invertibility nature of the keys, RSA 

cryptosystem has become the most popular and widely used 

cryptosystem. Several modifications have been proposed to 

the original RSA cryptosystem to make it perform better in 

all the spheres of the encryption algorithm [13]. All of the 

Going in that way, this paper proposes some schemes which 

are semantically secure. 

 

New designs are proposed in this paper introducing hash 

functions during the encryption process of the messages. 

Thus, the paper successfully presented two new schemes 

based on Rebalanced RSA and ERSA. When comparing the 

security and comparison analysis with DRSA, Rebalanced 

RSA and the standard RSA, these new methods are proved to 

make the system safe against chosen cipher text and adaptive 

chosen cipher text attacks. The proposed schemes are 

semantically secure against chosen ciphertext attacks and 

adaptive chosen ciphertext attacks in the standard model. In 

this way, it can be said that the proposed schemes are 

computationally less expensive in comparison to the DRSA 

scheme. Hence the proposed schemes are more efficient than 

that of DRSA, Rebalanced RSA and the standard RSA 

schemes. 
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